It was whispered yesterday, in royal turtles that the International Brown Owl Queen Exume was having a dinner party at her house in the flat hole, with a new, clear teddy bear.

In the absence of her bonne vive Ali Cepeau and without the shining expector-ple of the late Chick Grub, she intends to take this image to her ample

rib cage on those naughty nights when passion's faded rose descends upon her like some lost fragment of transparent latex.

Questioned at her country bungalow called "Chukhka" early in her leak, she said "Our friendship is a sexual," and then, piling the tail fin of her syphilitic companion on, she added with her own inimitable belch, "We're just a good fit.

A party of cruel children were slapped down a wineshaft last Thursday by an unexpected fall of national morality. Up to their necks in a residue of South African prehence, they kept up their trousers by singing repeated choruses of their old school song: "Don't cock your leg over Father, you'll squint his masculine pride."

Police and hired men who had been scratching all night in an attempt to catch, were rewarded by the strains of this fine old tune filtering through a delicate crust of tealeaves and bottle tops early Friday morning.

Princess Allykhander is expected to visit the night at her week end thus showing hurring war of loyalty in extremities of her hind.

Our picture on the left shows the Hon. Bunny Gauze, one of the whiter ighters in the London Season, trusting her gl and down the houses of Huxley's, Oonicer, Dicky Titter-Snibble, who has just "Gone His Lot," (an old Sandhurst custom.)

Gears to the gay galleon and the gob-bliments of the pined.

That's hole for this time, smokes, so hairy-ho and keep dying.
LURID DELUSIONS MAKE REPEATED BIDS FOR SURVIVAL !!!!!!!!
ACT NOW OR PERISH, SAYS EAST GERMAN POPE-----

A Government spokesman said today that outbreaks of the dreaded humanity heat occurred in several parts of this world of ours. One of the main symptoms of this phenomenon is the appearance of pieces of paper marked as in the pictures below. If found, such documents should be approached with the usual rubber sucker on the end of a hinged bamboo cane. Then, with the nose and eyes washed in sponge saturated with the mixture of urine and custard recommended in Civil Defense pamphlets, remove the offending object to a nearby place and return to your television set as quickly as possible in order to wake up for time lost in this tiresome but necessary precaution.

FROM: H. B., MILLA S. BURROUGHS

For and four days popping sink formula he un-noises a public statement: Tell Laura I love distant boy made of youth from amateur surgeon's mirror on diseased face shyly made blotch drip soap sud noises handcuffed to 'mE'. Smell please a thin boy just sent to you Old Gimp lifted off a sexy thought bush such very nice natural writhing responses. He made pretend noises and knew such things. We got to un-talking on question studying the porch noise home from work used to be he, sister. A thin newspaper boy out public and get one dim porch mirror on diseased visiting face retube various bits and pieces of the picture: that he coin a Nice Guy with the bastard dirtier than Coin: A Smell Dorn. Flesh diseased dirty pictures return you can't that way. Let's face it you old gimp can't come limpet moutled around testing for relish. Good long time my mother hugging stolen sink formulae cheap noon take-off the air. Rotter little you act went sour a season since dying for water. Hello there you bastard scratching his strained cup of tea no dice love's off the attic thing to re-noise boy number is dial H-E-L-P. Voice so painful to 'Annie Laurie': "Help come. Some land....."

FROM: H. B., MILLA S. BURROUGHS

Potentful of clocksprings---now--
Old rusty wool of mind-- of jabbermind--

O, fellow citizens.
THE DENNY BOOK IS A MUST FOR YOU! Young people like it as it helps destroy odour-forcing bacteria attracted to adolescence -mt pimples.

A BEASLEY BELT does things for a man. WHAH!! into action. POWERFUL!! UNDER LEVER.

Rumpex lets me be as active as a giga-tron -drum, bass pre- mier hi-hat, snare stand, bass p -edal.

2 AJAX 4ins CYMBAL. Completely natural-looking, easy to fix, absolutely worry-free. With remover... 9-6.

3 GIANT STICKY-BACK LONG-LEG PANTS in soft stretchy DAINI-LOW. Choose your underclothes in bright cherry, royal white or black— all frilly with finger -nails for hands that hold the world on a string.

THE DANDY BOOK FOR BOYS AND GIRLS so fresh, pecked with fun thrills and adventures AND because it's read internally there isn't a bulge or any -thing- to sense whatever happens to winter undies.

YOU, TOO, CAN HAVE A 32-PIECE SOCKET SET LIKE MINE. Secret method of developing REAL MEN that twice won me perforated nylon bust sections, hockside fastening, white or pink. HOW TO WEAR WINDSOR MODEL & KATHERINE BANJO without a care in the world! Apply Creany Skin-New Seal-Kint—are the first ever instruments to hold either pads or towels. They pul -se spots... the FULL COLOUR PHOTOS OF FAMOUS FOOTBALLERS across throat... inside the wrists... wish, even swim! Am I a Rumpex user? You bet— Creany Perfume. Exquisite fragrances: L'Aimant, L'Origan, Emercude, Huguet de Foul Size Henderson Saggipes.

WHICH SKIRL PROBLEM IS YOURS? Too few of us manage to void skin problems entirely. Our modern way of life is very worn under the regular -er happy (terry or disposable)— the outer happy is wetted but the baby stays dry, warm and comfy. Baby's urine goes through and is absorbed by the outer happy— but cannot go back —it is as simple as unsightly skin afflictions. This is a modern problem. Here at last is the modern SHAM-1111/2m. SUPERS DISRUPT SANDS.

HECKEL SYSTEM. BASSOONS 298 Ioe. For two days only. on -time during October or Novem-ber, just before datm the sea surface swarms with rainbow coloured worms wriggling flirty self-adhesive Eyecatching. Head under in all directions. These are just the spawning portions of the season, broken away from the whole worm which remains on the sea floor. The boats put out "Aquatechon," a simple revolutionary approach to all-over skin care and this strange harvest is scooped up by every available means, rushed ashore and either eaten raw or cooked. Fixed on in a moment and stay on. In new Samoa the Palolo worm harvest is the great event of the year. Hard on the skin. Warm room frequent baths, constant soaping detergents... all these, I am giv -en to understand, smell like fried fish and taste like spinach.

PERFUMED TAPEstry APARTMENT

YOU WANT THE WORLD OF THAT GUY IN THIS VENUS. BE MY DATE! FEATURE THE MARVEL OUT ELECTRIC TING LIKE SING AND VOICE BY KICKS HIM OUT MIS. PROFESSIONALS YOU'LL NEVER FIND HIM WHILE YOU'RE WEARING THOSE BADGES.